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blindness of life into the serene assurance of dreams. The
beauty of this world is comprehended in you and die
beauty of another prefigured. You are all the seasons of
mercy. And because, like the seasons, you will pass from
me, each hour that I am with you will have the double bliss
of memory and experience.
When may I come to you?	lewis
enkendaal,
Sunday, 31^ December
LEWIS DEAR, DEAR LEWIS,
I am afraid of this love. I am so afraid—to let it
go or to take it. I dare not take it; but to let it go, and then
afterwards to look back and remember what might have
been—that makes it unendurable to live. It makes a coward
of me. I cannot bear to be a coward. But I cannot bear
to be so much less than you think me. So much less and
yet so eager to be all your	julie
Don't write yet. I'm going out for a great walk with
Ramsdell. It's raining and sleeting but we shall go. When
I'm back I'll write, or perhaps to-morrow. Bless you in
the New Year.
enkendaal,
Tuesday, 2nd January
dearest lewis,
We walked and walked, Ramsdell and I. He's a
dear. He knows everything, though I've told him nothing.
He talked about you.
Would it be possible, Lewis, for us to be friends? Then
I shouldn't lose you altogether and perhaps you'd never
know that I am—what I am. We could work together and
be together, I'd work with you. You could come back to
the tower where you were happy. Uncle Pieter wants you
back. Pd work with you on the seventeenth century, I
wouldn't spoil your work. We'd be together, and not just
starve and starve, writing letters. And I should be hurting
myself—which is something, which isn't just blankness

